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PokerTracker.com Hacked to Inject Payment
Card Stealing Script

A curious case of web-based card skimming activity revealed that the Poker Tracker website
had been compromised and loaded a Magecart script - code that steals payment information
from customers. Online poker enthusiasts use the Poker Tracker software suite to improve
their winning chances by making decisions based on statistics compiled from the opponents'
gameplay.
One early theory was that the application had been compromised. This would have been an
unusual development for web skimmers since their presence has been observed only on
websites. However, a closer look at the software showed that it can load and display web
pages from the PokerTracker subdomain 'pt4.pokertracker.com.' Both sources had been
hacked and injected with the malicious code causing the software to load it at every launch.
Any payment made through the application or its website would copy the attacker with the
payment details.
The compromise was possible because PokerTracker.com was running Drupal 6.3.x, an
outdated version that has security vulnerabilities. The latest release for the platform is 8.6.17,
available since June 17. Looking at the attacker's server, Segura found multiple skimmers all
of them customized for each victim. The owners of PokerTracker have been contacted and
they acted promptly to ﬁx the problem. Malwarebytes was told that the site has improved the
Content Security Policy (CSP), a web security standard that allows controlling the resources
loaded for speciﬁc web pages.
Read More on BleepingComputer

Even More from Malwarebytes Blog

Forced Password Reset? Check Your
Assumptions

Almost weekly now I hear from an indignant reader who suspects a data breach at a Web site
they frequent that has just asked the reader to reset their password. Further investigation
almost invariably reveals that the password reset demand was not the result of a breach but
rather the site’s efforts to identify customers who are reusing passwords from other sites that
have already been hacked. But ironically, many companies taking these proactive steps soon
discover that their explanation as to why they’re doing it can get misinterpreted as more
evidence of lax security. This post attempts to unravel what’s going on here.
The reality is Facebook, Netflix and a number of big-name companies are regularly combing
through huge data leak troves for credentials that match those of their customers, and then
forcing a password reset for those users. Some are even checking for password re-use on all
new account signups. The idea here is to stymie a massively pervasive problem facing all
companies that do business online today: Namely, “credential-stufﬁng attacks,” in which
attackers take millions or even billions of email addresses and corresponding cracked
passwords from compromised databases and see how many of them work at other online
properties.
So how does the defense against this daily deluge of credential stufﬁng work? A company
employing this strategy will ﬁrst extract from these leaked credential lists any email
addresses that correspond to their current user base. From there, the corresponding cracked
(plain text) passwords are fed into the same process that the company relies upon when users
log in: That is, the company feeds those plain text passwords through its own password
“hashing” or scrambling routine. If a user’s plain text password from a hacked database
matches the output of what a company would expect to see after running it through their own
internal hashing process, that user is then prompted to change their password to something
truly unique.
I can’t stress this enough: Do not re-use passwords. And don’t recycle them either. Recycling
involves rather lame attempts to make a reused password unique by simply adding a digit or
changing the capitalization of certain characters. Crooks who specialize in password attacks
are wise to this approach as well.
Read More on KrebsOnSecurity
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Kingred Group is growing, so does the Group Security team! We're looking for new talented
professionals to come join us:
You like to break things, then explain how to ﬁx it? Be part of our Cyber Security team
You prefer the blue team side? Check out our Security analyst position
Interested in Governance, Risk and Compliance? Apply for our Information Security
Specialist role
Kindred is one of the largest online gambling companies in the world with over 24 million
customers across 100 markets. You can ﬁnd all our open vacancies on our career page.
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Kindred Group in brief
Kindred is one of the largest online gambling companies in the world with over 24 million
customers across 100 markets. We offer pre-game and live Sports betting, Poker, Casino and
Games through 11 brands across our markets. We are committed to offer our customers the
best deal and user experience possible, while ensuring a safe and fair gambling environment.
Kindred is a pioneer in the online gambling industry and as an innovation driven company that
builds on trust.
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